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Abstract: Online reviews and feedback of a product plays a vital role in human tendency to purchase those products. To affect 
the product sale spammer generates fake reviews on online social media platform. To identify spam reviews and spammer 
communities is the area of interest of this research work. In literature work, various spam detection techniques are proposed 
based on Review-Behavioral (RB) Based features, Review-Linguistic (RL) Based Features, User-Behavioral (UB) Based 
Features but none of the technique provide a simultaneous study of these features and weighting of the features along with 
finding the relationship among the spam users. The proposed work generates a heterogeneous network having users and reviews 
are the node type and the spam detection technique is mapped to the heterogeneous network problem. Spam reviews are detected 
using metapath. A feature weighting method is proposed to detect the relative feature importance.  Using generated metapath for 
similar products spammer community detection is proposed. 
Keywords: heterogeneous network, spam detection, fake reviews, social network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Customer judge the product based on online reviews. The sale of product depends on these online reviews. To stand in market with 
positive impression, growing number of businesses tries to receive online praises from their consumers. On the other hand to reach 
to superior position negative marketing of opponent product is promoted. To float positive or negative reviews based on the 
business needs artificial reviews are generated and posted on various online social media sites. As per the survey[4] 1/3 customer  
reviews on social media sites are suspicious. To generate fake reviews and float those reviews on social media site is called as 
spamming.  In the proposed work analysis of this spam reviews is done using 3 techniques: Review-Behavioral (RB) Based feature, 
Review-Linguistic (RL) Based Features, User-Behavioral (UB) Based Features. The spam detection probem is converted in to 
analysis of heterogeneous information network problem. A network is established using users and their reviews as a node and 
metapaths are identified to detect the network spam reviews.For each type of review weight is assigned. Based on the feature weight 
importance of feature is calculated in spam detection technique. 

II. LITERATURE WORK 
In the literature work, various spam detection techniques are introduced. These techniques are mainly classified into three 
categories: 

A.  Linguistic Based 
In linguistic approach natural language processing technique is used to identify similarity among multiple reviews. Feng et al.[3] 
uses n-gram and their composition. Some studies [2][4]Language modeling also include study for features between multiple reviews 
like capital words in statements. Lai et al.[5] proposes the probabilistic language modeling technique to find similarity between 
multiple reviews. 

B.  Behavioural Based 
This technique is based on metadata analysis of a review. Metadata includes user behaviour and review behaviour analysis. Feng et 
al.[6] proposes a technique that studies metadata of review based on distribution of user rating on different products. 36 different 
behavior analysis techniques are proposed by Jindal et.al[7] with supervised learning mechanism. 

C.  Graph Based 
Network based algorithms can be applied for spam detection. In this techniques heterogeneous network is established between 
reviews and users. Fei et al. in [8] proposed a network based Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) algorithm to find burstiness in 
reviews to find spam reviews. Li et al. in [10] proposes a technique to analyze a review from multiple users from same IP address. 
For this heterogeneous network is established between users ,reviews and user IPs. 
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The study of all categories is done independently. Netsapm[1] is the technique proposed by Saeedreza Shehnepoor, Mostafa Salehi, 
Reza Farahbakhsh, and Noel Crespi. In this technique simultaneous study of Behavioral (RB) Based, Linguistic (RL) Based and 
graph based approach is proposed. EuijinChoo, Ting Yu , and Min Chi [9] detects the spammer groups in review systems. This is 
done using sentiment analysis on user interactions and graph theory. It analyses user relationship graph and annotating the graph by 
sentiment analysis and then pruning is done. According to the studies in literature, a common platform is required that make the 
study of spam reviews and relationship among various spam detection techniques along with the spammer community identification. 

III. ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION: 
Online product reviews on social media sites impacts on user buying behaviour of product. Product sale depends on the product 
reviews. To improve the product sale or to decrease the opponent product sale spammer generates spam review about the product. 
To analyse online reviews programmatically and identify the spam reviews is the domain of work.  
Spam Reviews and Spammer Community Detection using Heterogeneous Network Information Spam detection can be done using 
various techniques called as review features such as analysing review Linguistic, time frame and threshold, Burstiness of reviews 
written by a single user, average of a users negative ratio, etc. To provide simultaneous study of reviews features and apply feature 
weighting to analyze feature importance in spam detection along with the identification of spammer community detection. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The following figure 1 shows the steps involved in finding the spam reviews and spammer community: 
When data is arrived from given training dataset, then first step is it will generate prior knowledge and depending on the prior 
knowlwdge, the incoming review dataset is processed in 3 steps: Network schema, metapath definition and creation and 
classification. 

A. Generate Prior Knowledge 
The first step is computing prior knowledge i.e. the initial probability of review ‘u’ being spam which is denoted as yu. It uses two 
versions as semi-supervised learning and unsupervised learning. 
In the semi-supervised method, 
yu = 1, if review u is labeled as spam in pre-labeled review. 
yu = 0, if label of review is unknown. 
In the unsupervised method, prior knowledge is realized by using, 
                     푦 = ∑ 푓(푥푙 )          (1)                                        Where, f(xlu) is the probability of review ‘u’ being spam. 

Fig 1: System Architecture 
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B. Network Schema 
The next step is defining network schema based on a given list of spam features which determines the features engaged in spam 
detection. For example, If the list of features includes NR, ACS, PP1 and ETF, the output schema is as shown in below figure 2. 

 
Fig.2: Example of Network Schema generated based on a given spam features list 

C. Metapath Definition and Creation 
A metapath is defined by a sequence of relations in the network schema. Table 1 shows all the metapaths used in the proposed 
framework. The length of user-based metapaths is 4 and the length of review-based metapaths is 2. There are different levels of 
spam certainty. A step function is used to determine these levels. Given a review ‘u’, the levels of spam certainty for metapath pl is 
calculated using, 
푚 = [ ∗ ( ]                 (2)                                                        
Where, s is the number of levels. 
After computing, two reviews u and v with the same metapath values for metapath pl are connected to each other through that 
metapath and create one link of review network. 
The proposed framework uses s = 20 levels. 

 
Table 1: Metapaths used in the proposed framework 

D. Classification 
The classification part includes two steps as, 
1) Weight Calculation: It determines the importance of each feature in spotting spam reviews. This step computes the weight of 

each metapath. This step will be able to compute the weight of each relation path, which will be used in the next step to 
estimate the label of each unlabeled review. 

To compute the weight of metapath pi, for i = 1,...,L where L is the number of metapaths, the following equation is used, 

푊 =
∑ ∑ , ∗ ∗

∑ ∑ ,
            (3) 

Where, n denotes number of reviews. 
2) Labelling: Let, Pru,v be the probability of unlabeled review u being spam by considering its relation with spam review v. To 

estimate Pru, following equation is used, 
푝 , = 1− 휋 1−푚푝 , ∗푊  

푝 = 푎푣푔 푝 , ,푝 , , … ,푝 ,        (4)                                       
Where, n denoted the number of reviews. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The proposed framework is designed for detection of spam reviews and spammer communities using Heterogeneous Information 
Network, which is based on metapath concept and graph based methods to label reviews. Four types of features will be used for 
detection of spam as Review-Linguistic Based features, Review-Behavioral Based features and User-Behavioral Based features. We 
can determine the importance of each feature in classification of review and calculate the weight of each review. We can also label 
each review by calculating the probability of each review being spam or not. The spammer communities will also detected by the 
framework. 
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